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Bannerman on 'The Birds of Southern Nigeria'.•--This first in- 
stallment covers all of the passerMe birds from Southern N'igeria contained 
in the British Museum collections; the other families it is proposed to 
treat in another paper in the same journal. The paper is almost entirely 
systematic though a few collectors' notes on habits, food, etc., are inter- 
polared. Usually only range is considered with reference to the original 
description of the form, but there are often a few lines of "distinctive 
characters" and in complicated cases considerable discussion of the status 
of the various described forms. 

We notice the following new ra•e described: --Tschagra senegala chaden- 
sis (p. 355), Lake Chad district. Apparently this is the only one but 
without some list of new forms or some distinctive style of type it is very 
difficult to locate them in a paper abounding in technical names. Mr. 
Bannerman has prepared a review which will prove a most important 
work of reference for students of African birds.--W. S. 

Witherby's 'Handbook of British Birds'?--This part of Mr. 
Witherby's excellent 'Handbook' covers the remainder of the ducks, 
the Steganopodes and the Tublnares. All the admirable characteristics 
of the earlier parts are maintained, the descriptions are full and the ques- 
tions of range and related forms carefully worked out. In this connection 
many American birds are referred to and the work becomes of importance 
to American ornithologists in the study ,of our own avifauna. The 
American ]Eider, Somateria dresseri, is here regarded as a subspecies of 
mollissima as is the Pacific bird v- nigra.--W. S. 

Kutchin's 'What Birds Have Done with Me. '•--This little volume 

consists of a number of popular essays on various aspects of bird life and 
of bird biographies, with much that is autobiographical and a strong 
undercurrent of bird protection running thrsugh it all. The book will 
attract many, especially children, and doubtless win many to the cause 
of the birds. Ornithologists are scored for the killing of birds for any 
purpose whatever. The obtaining of 271 stomachs of birds for scientific 
analysis of their food habits is characterized as a "successful drive upon 
the part of the Allies--Scientists, Plume Hunters and Curators," and the 
statement follows "back of much of the so-called scientific examination 
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